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Gerechtigkeit als Leitgesichtspunkt der städtischen Ordnung entdeckt und zu ihrer Bewahrung bestimmte Regeln und Grundsätze schriftlich als grammata und später als nomoi fixiert. Aber dann bleibt immer noch die Frage unbeantwortet, was das spezifisch Rechtliche an der Idee politischer Gerechtigkeit und ihrer schriftlichen Fixierung gewesen sein soll?

Diese Frage stellt sich umso mehr, als die Gesetzgebungen ihrerseits niemals Gegenstand eines Denkens wurden, das nach der Einhaltung von Rechtsgrenzen bei der politischen Gesetzgebung gefragt hätte. Es gab in Griechenland politisches Denken und Gerichtsrhetorik, aber gerade kein Denken, das für eine rechtliche Grenzziehung Kriterien entwickelt und diese etwa bei Magistrats- oder Gerichtsentscheidungen zur Geltung gebracht hätte. Mit anderen Worten: Es fehlte für den Bereich des Rechts gerade an einer Beobachtung zweiter Ordnung, die sich vorbehält noch zu prüfen, ob ein sich als rechtmäßig beschreibendes Handeln dies zu Recht oder zu Unrecht tut. Dass Solon seine Gesetzgebung als Teil der Herstellung einer »guten Ordnung« reflektierte, ist nur eine andere Formulierung dafür, dass die Griechen einen Beitrag zur Ausdifferenzierung des westlichen Politikbegriffs, nicht aber des Rechtsbegriffs geleistet haben. Reichardt kann mit seiner Untersuchung also allenfalls beweisen, dass die Politik die »wesentliche Bedingung« für die Entfaltung des theoretischen Denkens war. Ich würde auch dieser These widersprechen wollen, aber sie hätte dem Unternehmen Reichardts eine größere Konsistenz verliehen.

Thomas Vesting

Russian Pandectistics meet Tolstoj*

According to the author’s own estimation, the reception of Roman law in Russia has still not been sufficiently investigated. He has decided to make his own contribution to this study by analyzing the academic biographies and legal views of the most noteworthy civilians of pre-Revolutionary Russia – Dmitrij Mejer, Nikolaj Djuvernua and Iosif Pokrovskij. Retrospectively, all these jurists seem the most prominent representatives of three successive generations of Russian academic lawyers. All of them had much in common in the character of their professional formation, being educated in Germany and therefore strongly influenced by German legal science in the theoretical background to their research activities. As the senior of them, Dmitrij Mejer laid the foundations of the study of Russian civil law as a system elaborated on the basis of the application of the categories and logic of German Pandektenwissenschaft to the material of positive Russian law. His successor, Nikolaj Djuvernua, already worked within the framework of this normative mainstream, while the last of them, Iosif Pokrovskij, devoted himself to Roman law studies more than to the study of contemporary national law.

It seems that Avenarius has made an accurate selection of the individuals who may be considered representative for an understanding of the development of legal consciousness in late imperial Russia. He has tried to make them a medium for the understanding of this epoch in
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the history of legal science in Russia, and it is impossible to deny that they can play such a role. In regard to biographical details, the author describes the historical context of that time, giving attention to such global problems as the real character of the Digest of Laws of the Russian Empire (Svod Zakonov 1832), the general appreciation of the degree of importance of Roman law for the Russian legal mind, the influence of the liberal reforms of the second part of the XIXth century upon the development of Russian law, etc. The individual parts of every section of the monograph have included in them special short studies containing descriptions of the opinions of the heroes of the book on the concrete problems of civil law theory and practice, illustrating their views and methodological approaches to the analysis of private law material. The author examines these subjects through the prism of seeking their roots in the influence of Roman law upon the legal thinking of the jurists considered.

A special feature of the book of Avenarius consists in the fact that he gives attention also to some interesting aspects of the interrelations between the personages of his book and the cultural context of the epoch. For example, he describes specially the interrelations between Dmitrij Mejer and the famous Russian writer Lev Tolstoj. Such details, rather unexpected in an academic work, make it interesting for a wider circle of potential readers and not only for historians of law. In general one may say that the author’s survey of the Russian civilian tradition in the most important period of its formation through the mechanism of a biographical description of its most prominent representatives is both useful and interesting.

Despite the undoubted merits of this work by a distinguished German professor, an impartial judgement is obliged to indicate some deficiencies. Admirable as the work is, some minor caveats are warranted. First of all, the title of the book would suggest a far deeper and more varied analysis than that which could be given in a small monograph of only 65 pages (excluding the bibliographical supplement). Of course, it is true that such figures as Dmitrij Mejer, Nikolaj Djuverua and Iosif Pokrovskij are in many aspects typical and characteristic for their time, but it should be acknowledged that the problem of the reception of Roman law in every country and in every period of history is too complicated to settle the matter even by a full description of the influence of Roman law studies on the legal minds of a few notable academic lawyers of the epoch. For example, one ought to take into consideration that not all Russian jurists demonstrated the same sympathy to Roman law as did the three personages of the present monograph. Nor should it be overlooked that many Russian civilians were more or less influenced by the same criticism of Roman law which was so popular in Germany in the second part of the XIXth century, when Romanistic legal science was challenged by the romantic Germanist lawyers on the one hand, and by materialism, formed from an amalgamation of science and industry, on the other. There were also Russian nationalists who neglected German Pandectist science and tried to find an alternative to it by generalizing and systematizing the customary law of Russian peasants. In what degree all these contradictory tendencies had a real influence upon current legal practices and civilian doctrine in pre-Revolutionary Russia could be estimated only after a scrupulous study of the case law. Without such a study, every possible appreciation of the character of the Russian law of that time must remain subjective.
It seems also that the subject of the research requires a closer definition. In his book the author gives many references to Russian authors who differ in the quality of their works and also are very contradictory among themselves on the subject of the degree of Roman law influence in Russia. It is difficult to understand the position of Martin Avenarius in this discussion, since in the absence of a strict definition of the term reception in the Russian context it remains unclear what he understands by this concept. Further, while certainly bearing in mind a clear distinction between Roman law and the *jus commune*, the author does at times leave the reader confused as to their proper relationship in the Russian context. For this reason it is sometimes difficult to understand the real character of the presupposed reception in the interpretation of the author. Indeed, to many readers the conceptual framework based on the notion of reception may seem all too familiar. More interesting might be a detailed and concrete historical comparison, an examination of the interaction of legal transplants between the Russian legal order and the different individual European legal traditions.

In the end, the real value of this book lies not so much in its general conclusions, but rather in supplying colourful details and added insights. As such, it is a valuable contribution to the study of Russian legal history, and it remains to express the hope that the author will continue his fruitful work on the subject.
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